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What LKL	Association does in	
the	sector of	Education
• As all of	you know,	LKL	doesn’t take	care	directly of	
disadvantaged students (a	part	a	service	for	students for	SEN	
(Special	EducationNeeds)	students,	but LKL	mainly carries out	
support services and	free	structured training	courses,	free	
seminar	and	workshops	(alsowithin EU	projects)	for	
• school teachers
• educators
• trainers	and	
• youthworkers
that deal	with	disadvantaged/SEN/migrants students and				

youngsters.

• Sometimes also the	older students participate in	the	training	
events.



Best	practices in	non	formaleducation
1.	Social	Theathreor	“Teatro	do	Oprimido”

• Context:	Teatro	do	Oprimido is a	theatremethod that includes
different techniques created by	BraziliandirectorAugusto	Boal
united by	the	goal	of	offering tools for	personal	and	social	change
for	all those peoplewho experience situations of	oppression

• Objectives:	to	raise awareness about the	various forms of	
oppression and	marginalization,	to	invite people to	critical thinking
and	dialogueby	analyzinga	problem -without necessarily giving
answers or	acting - also puttingon	past experiences and	sharing
themwith	the	group of	"actors",	who sometimes are	the	same
viewers,	who become actors giving their contribution

• Expected Activities:	first	of	all the	students are	involved in	a	
Psychomotor Laboratory and	Dance	Training	with	the	Feldenkrais
Method	to	make consciousness of	their own corporeality, then
theater themes are	choosen collectively,	then the	construction of	a	
story	take	place and	final stage	with	public	interaction represents
the	final moment	of	the	activity



















Best	practices in	non	formaleducation
2.	Storytelling&	Digital	Storytelling
• Context:	the	storytelling (and	the	digital version too)	is a	tool for	suggestive	
communication,	particularly in	autobiographies and	didactics;	the	feature
strength of	digital stories	comes from	the	 interaction of	images,	words,	
voice,	video,	and	music,	giving a	deeper dimension and	color	to	characters,	
experiences,	moods,	with	emotional effects on	the	spectator,	with	whom
the	storyteller succeeds to	establish an	empathic relationship,	a	base	to	
build the	sense of	community

• Objectives:	it encourages inclusion through the	story	and	sharing of	the	
person’s own experiences and	backgrounds;	in	digital s.	it passes through
the	use	of	current tools and	technology that allow a	substantial
transformation over	normal media	usage,	so	that users are	no	longer alone	
"consumers"	(passive	consumers),	but also "makers"	(active users)

• Expected Activities:	 the	student has a	tableau	where he	can	write and	draft
his own story	and	the	one of	his family;	in	digital s.	he	can	use	the	voices	of	
his parents and	grandparents,	but also music,	video	with	subtitles,	 digital
pictures with	captions,	etc..		











Best	practices in	non	formaleducation
3.	“Homemade”	&	EthnicMusic	

• Context:	the	music	is a	universal language to	discover the	
heritage of	people,	communities;	it is possible to	mix	it with	
the	ethnicmusic	with	some	additions and	variations,	trying to	
replicate	it in	a	modernway

• Objectives:	when the	music	is made	by	the	students it
becomes a	way	to	communicate their background	and	story	

• Activities:	the	students creates the	music	by	themselveswith	
naturalmaterials and	simple music	instruments all together
in	the	classroomor		they could be	helped by	older siblings and	
parents;	the	final stage	could be	in	the	same time	of	a	teathre
or	photographyexibition.



Best	practicesin	non	formal education
4.	Photographyexibitionwith	the	title
“Your	idea	of	real Inclusion”
• Context:	photography is an	immediate	means of	
communicatingone's own experiences and	emotions;	it can	
also be	a	way	to	exploredifferent viewpoints of	the	same
reality	(for	instance new	country,	the	school,	the	city),	seen
with	differenteyes

• Objectives:	to	understand the	reality	through the	students
eyes,	to	know their approach to	the	issueof	inclusion

• Expected activities:	laboratoryof	photographywith	very
simplemethods (light,	contrast,	saturation,	close-up,	..)	also
with	Apps used by	electronic devices as smartphones and	
tablets;	for	each photo	the	studenthas to	write a	caption
about his idea	of	real inclusion or	tools for	it


